ESTIMATING THE VOLUME OF THE INDUSTRY
Hugo Cuevas-Mohr – Mohr World Consulting/IMTC
For IMTC WORLD in Miami this past November, I
decided to present my estimates on the size of the
international Money Transfer industry, coming to a
figure of approximately 1,025 billion USD, based on
private communications with industry players and
my own analysis. The estimate starts from the 600B
estimated by the World Bank on Remittance
Volumes and adds estimates on unreported
remittances, x-border money transfers that don't fall
in the strict "remittance" category (see definition
below) and B2B & B2C transfers handled by the
industry. As these non-remittance volumes grow, this estimate should grow above 20% a year for the
foreseeable future. If you want some detail about how this estimate was calculated, please read below.

WHY AN ESTIMATE?
Estimating the size of the remittance market has been a pursuit of the Interamerican Development Bank
(for volumes to Latin America), the Eurostat (volumes in and out of Europe) and the World Bank,
working with data collected from Central Banks, some from reports requested to the industry and some
from estimations on Balance of Payments data. For many years I have presented the World Bank
estimates as the only estimates that were reliable enough to show as industry figures. But after the
financial crisis and the increase in digital payments, fintechs coming into the picture and industry players
diversifying their services & products, it became evident that remittance volumes and international
money transfers & payments volumes were distancing themselves. Although worldwide remittances
have been growing in the last decade (see chart), volumes of industry players were increasing much
more. And the closing of smaller players by compliance costs and derisking could not account for the
increase.
In several meetings in the past two years I came to the conclusion that we needed a better estimate. But
I never thought it was going to be so difficult. And it will get harder as Bitcoin and other VCs increase
their transactional volume as international transfers, either used as P2P, B2P, P2B or B2B. Let’s first go
into the glossary of terms being used so we have a better understanding of what we are talking about.

GLOSSARY OF SOME TERMS (FOR CLARITY)
Remittances: It is important to understand that the World Bank defines remittances as the sum of two
main components: “compensation of employees” and “personal transfers” and the main source for data
on remittance inflows and outflows is the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Balance of Payments (BoP)
database and secondary sources of remittance data are the websites of countries’ central banks or
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statistical offices. Most Central Banks are able to collect this information but there is significant
heterogeneity in the quality of remittance data compilation across countries. Some countries collect it
but do not publish it for many reasons, mostly political in nature. 1
The United States, as the number one remittances originator, makes an estimation of the volume that
has been criticized and was part of a US Government Accountability Office (GAO) Report 2 on 2016 that
made evident the disagreement between GAO and Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) over US remittance
data estimates. 3

The World Bank projected the worldwide volume of remittances for 2017 to reach 596 Billion 4. These
“non-payment connected”, free donations to family or friends, are remittances.
As part of remittance data, Compensation of Employees “represents remuneration in return for the labor
input to the production process contributed by an individual in an employer-employee relationship with
the enterprise.” But the distinction between appears “compensation of employees” and “personal
transfers” is believed to be entirely arbitrary, depending on country preference, convenience, and tax
laws or data availability. 5
Airtime (top-ups) and Bill Payments: The Airtime industry which provides the ability of anyone to “topup” the prepaid account of almost any phone around the world has been linked to the international
money transfer industry since its beginnings when calling cards were sold at all money transfer agents in
the developed world. Estimates of the size of this market is around 20B per year 6. The Bill Payment
industry grew out of the Airtime industry, allowing anyone to pay a bill internationally, offline or online.
Migrants in many countries increasingly use the service instead of sending funds to family members to
pay for those bills. Are they remittances? Some purists might discuss if they are or not, since not all of
those transactions are not-payment connected donations.
In-Kind Remittances 7: Migrants have always sent packages home with goods and presents, instead of
sending remittances, mostly during Holidays and special occasions. Some might travel with these goods
and Christmas Season at the US-Mexico border is a spectacle of migrants going home with truckloads of
goods & gifts. The estimate for Mexico on Cash taken & in-kind remittances are less than 2% or close to
0.5 Billion. Some countries think those volumes are negligible but bribed custom officials in many
The Migration and Development Brief 28 – October 2017 The World Bank Group – Knomad http://bit.ly/2kFTjnb
publishes an Appendix (pags. 33-35) with an analysis of the collection and estimation of remittance flows.
2
International Remittances: Actions Needed to Address Unreliable Official U.S. Estimate, Feb 2016 http://bit.ly/2zjBKSw
3
From GAO’s Report: “GAO recommends that BEA conduct analyses to improve the reliability of its estimate and
follow established policies for documenting its methods and analyses. BEA agreed to implement the
recommendations but disagreed that its estimates are unreliable and not adequately documented. GAO disagrees
and maintains that BEA's revised estimation model produces unreliable estimates and BEA could not provide
adequate documentation of its methodology. http://bit.ly/2zjBKSw
4
Migration and Development Brief 28 – October 2017 The World Bank Group – Knomad http://bit.ly/2kFTjnb
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Migration and Development Brief 28 – October 2017 The World Bank Group – Knomad http://bit.ly/2kFTjnb
6
Juniper Research in a brief of its Mobile Remittances Study forecasts that the total number of mobile
international airtime top up transactions will approach half a billion for the first time in 2018.
http://bit.ly/2BpTN8K
7
Remesas en especie in Spanish
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borders (and airports) know that this is not the case. Large number of “suitcases” are usually seen
rushed-out of airports in Latin America (Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras, as an example).
Trade-Related transfers: Connected to these “in-kind transfers” are trade-related transfers which are
happening with the increase amounts of packages sent by migrants to family members back home.
Merchandise, instead of remittances, are sent to family members who become salesmen (door-to-door
or street vendors) and continue their trade by sending money back to purchase more merchandise.
These funds are handled by Money Transfer Companies as they are small and, if asked by regulatory
requirements, they are declared as family support, never as a payment.
Hawala: Stigmatized for many years as the way for illegal funds to move across the world, Hawala has
regained popularity with the increase use of Virtual Currencies. This informal money transfer system
popular in the Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia that dates back to the Middle Ages is alive and
as long as Hawalars are not handling “dirty money”, local law enforcement let them provide their
services, vital to many countries and towns. Hawala works by transferring value (money) without
actually moving it. Is money transfer without money movement by “compensation” or “netting” funds
on both sides of the transaction 8. Banks and licensed MTOs providing the same type of services (with
the burden of compliance, locations, taxes, etc) have helped law enforcement on the control of
Hawalars. But digital services have begun a reappearance of Hawala-type services were people or
businesses in different sides of the world can settle without funds ever moving from one country to the
other, but settled locally (see more below).
Derisking: Derisking, Unbanking or Refusal to Supply Banking Services, has been described by the World
Bank and FATF as “a phenomenon of financial institutions terminating or restricting business
relationships with clients or categories of clients to avoid, rather than manage, risk.” This worldwide
phenomenon has caused many money transfer companies to find new ways of managing funds outside
the banking system or avoiding international wire transfers provided by banks. Reporting of flows,
therefore might be jeopardized.

BUSINESS MODELS THAT AVOID THE BANKING SYSTEM
These business models presented below are just a few that are being increasingly used by firms in the
industry and are, in a way, modern hawala services:
1) Bitcoin Remittances: A money transfer agent in Seoul receives Korean Dollars from senders,
buys bitcoin locally, transfers the bitcoins to a company in Manila who resells them locally for
Filipino Pesos who in turn distributes the funds locally through mobile wallets or cash out stores.
These unrecorded remittances are happening at an increase pace throughout the world. Read
this article by Atanu Biswas & Bimal Roy 9 and this one from Storifier 10

For more information on Hawala Systems read the classic US DOT & Interpol paper by Jost & Singh “The Hawala
Alternative Remittance System and its Role in Money Laundering” http://bit.ly/2CQmhZO
9
Bitcoin, the new hawala – The Economic Times, June 2017- http://bit.ly/2otciGC
10
Hawala vs. Bitcoin vs. Ripple - Principles and differences, Sept 2017 - Storifier: http://bit.ly/2Cx7xhr
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2) People-People Matching: A digital service in the US let’s you place a buy or sell for funds in a
certain country based on funds in the US. The service uses an escrow-type of service to secure
the transaction in one or each of the ends and funds are never transferred internationally. Local
Bitcoins, an internet service, matches people buying & selling VCs and the exchange of funds is
done, locally or internationally.
3) People-Business Matching: Many small businesses, having economic activities in two countries
match the flow of funds from needs of outflows & inflows at either end without the need to
send international wires. Doleiro services using large amounts of cash in reais in Brazil, for
example, have always found ways of using this cheap cash to pay international transfers, either
remittances or business expenses. 11
4) Need-based Matching: A person sells its home in Caracas and needs the funds in USD. A
person/business receives the funds and pays out remittances until the funds are used in its
entirety in Venezuela and the recipient in the US collects those funds. These service is used in
many countries were controls exist of exchange differential through formal methods are large.
5) Netting by MTOs: Derisking, the cost of international wires by banks, the increase in banking
costs, restriction by banks on MSB Banking and restriction on international wires have led to an
increase in services by aggregators, by foreign exchange firms settling domestically or finding
ways to settle funds through third parties by “triangulation”. Triangulation means in this context
the netting between three parties (or more) instead of two.
THE ESTIMATE
Step 1: Remittances: We begin by using the estimates
of the World Bank Group & Knomad who projected the
worldwide volume of remittances for 2017 to reach
596 Billion 12
Step 2: I have estimated that on top of Remittances, an
18% should be added from unreported or
underestimated remittances, the volume of Airtime
(top-ups) and Bill Payments as well as small
investments, sent by migrants through industry
channels and that are not accounted for as they do not
constitute remittances for certain central banks. This
gives a total of 708 Billion USD

An Introduction to Understanding the “Gray Market Real Exchange” (GMRE) System in Brazil
http://bit.ly/imtcbrasil - Hugo Cuevas-Mohr
12
Migration and Development Brief 28 – October 2017 The World Bank Group – Knomad http://bit.ly/2kFTjnb
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Step 3: I have estimated that on top of the 708B, a 27% should be added from the volume of
international money transfers done using VCs, both for personal as well as business related transfers,
netting by MTOs and traditional Hawala and modern Hawala services. Here we add the flow of
international money transfers that are trade-related and that use the same existing remittance rails. This
adds a total of 192 Billion USD for a total of 900 Billion. Some of my colleagues feel that I have
underestimated the volume of Hawala transfers and
they might be right. I just hope that better estimates
come forward approving or disapproving my estimates
and moving this conversation forward. It will be
extremely beneficial if these estimates are done in a
country by country basis, with the knowledge of local
markets by local or regional experts.
Step 4: Last but not least, I have estimated that on top
of the 900B we need to add 14% for the B2B
international money transfers that the industry is now
increasingly managing, either by offering these services
parallel to their remittance services, opening new
companies serving business transfers as well as the new
fintechs that are managing B2B both as regular FOREX
services traditional do or by using VCs.

FLOWS MOVING FROM BANKS TO MTOS
Although Banks play a large role in the remittance industry mostly in the inflow or the payment of
remittance orders (account deposits either received directly or through MTOs as well as cash pick up in
branches or banking agents) they are dominant in non-remittance international transfers, especially in
large volume transactions, as shown in the article entitled “Banks and Money Transfer: Sleeping
Giants?” by industry analyst Yakov Kofner. Yakov states: “So the banks […] are among the market leaders
without even trying. How could that be? First, they are not serving exactly the same consumer segments
as specialized remittance providers, and, second, they are doing just enough to keep customers from
leaving.” US large Bank clients send transactions averaging 8-10K while for traditional MTO clients the
average is $200-$400 and 1-2K for digital MTOs while higher-end Forex firms average is 5-6K
It is a fact that online money transfer operators, who have been increasing the volume of international
money transfers at a vast pace, believe that the users of their services come, to a large extent, from the
banking sector. How many customers are moving from the brick & mortar space into the digital space
and are using digital MTOs is a question that was debated in the past IMTC WORLD with very interesting
points of view presented by the panelists. Unless some of these bank transfers in the different countries
are counted in the remittance data, these volumes are not part of my estimates.
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Regardless of the exact proportion of new clients (strictly new or moving from the banking sector) vs.
old clients adopting a new channel, the volume handled by MTOS worldwide is increasing due to digital
offerings. International Gift Cards being offered by industry participants, for example, will undoubtedly
increase the overall volume as more people will feel inclined to send these gifts. The US domestic gift
card industry has increased
It is important to mention that ease of use of x-border transfers increases volumes (or makes those
transfers more formal in nature) as it has been exemplified in Africa where x-border mobile wallet
services will undoubtedly increase the flow of funds for all types of uses, remittance or not in nature.
APPENDIX A
What do I call “the industry”?
Since not everyone in the industry understand the network of companies that are part of the industry I
want to clarify this aspect too.
The industry is made up of Remittance Service Providers (RSPs) whose volumes are in most cases
reported and are part of World Bank Estimates with some exceptions. The other section are the CrossBorder Payment Providers (XBPPs) which are mostly offering services that replace remittances (in
certain cases) and making B2B or P2B or B2P cross-border payments.
Other companies that are part of the industry (but do not provide strictly money transfer services) are
NBFIs that offer complimentary services, services to the same customer base (migrant Service Providers)
and the companies that provide services to the industry, such as Technology Providers, Payment
Processing, Cash Pick-Up/Delivery, Legal/Regulatory, Compliance, Bonding, consulting, etc.)
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